
   Willeke Kafoe
     Owner, Project Manager and Translator

           info@yellbellinteractive.nl

I just noticed your job offer at Proz.com and I would like to apply for it, as well as
introduce myself to you.

I am a freelance translator for Yellbell Language Services, which is my own
translation agency. Yellbell Language Services is a translation agency for the
delivery of translation services for small and large companies, online and offline
texts, and fiction and non-fiction. We have over eight years of experience with
the translation of technical manuals, software, legal texts, books and novels,
telecom, marketing and PR material. Yellbell Language Services is specialized in
translation services from Dutch to English and from English to Dutch and we use
professional CAT tools such as SDL Trados to guarantee the quality and
consistency of your translations.

            www.yellbellinteractive.nl      Tarrifs

We strive for offering high-quality translation services against very competitive
prices. Our tariffs are mainly to 70 percent lower than the tariffs of other
translation agencies, without losing quality at all. My tariffs are as follows:

            +31-(0)6-47316540

             Skype: Yellbell Interactive          0 to 30,000 = € 0.06 per source word
30,000 to 50,000 = € 0.05 per source word
50,000 or more   =  € 0.04 per source word

             Zuilichemstraat 31
             5036 ZA, Tilburg Technical / Medical / Legal
             Netherlands          0 to 30,000 = € 0.07 per source word

3,000 to 50,000 = € 0.06 per source word
                 CoC  89502272 50,000 or more    = € 0.05 per source word

Yellbell Language Services trusts its services and likes to offer you a free
translation service without obligations for a part of your text (with a maximum of
250 words) so you can experience the power and quality of Yellbell Language
Services yourself. Should you have any questions about our services, please do
not hesitate to contact me.

IBAN      NL64RABO0106414305

We hope you will become our newest customer who goes for quality and
perfection!

BIC         RABONL2U

VAT        NL004738521B16

Please find some of our satisfied customers below. Would you be the next in our
overview?

Education
2007-2008 Fontys 

                  Teacher's degree

                  English

2006-2007 Radboud University

                  Nijmegen

                  English Language and

                  Culture

2001-2006 Fontys PABO Tilburg

1996-2001 Beatrix College We use different translation software packages, some of them are below.
                  Havo, Intermediate

Profile: Culture and Society


